Human-computer interfaces and multimodal interaction are increasingly used in everyday life. Environments equipped with sensors are able to acquire and interpret a wide range of information, thus assisting humans in several application areas, such as behaviour understanding, event detection, action recognition, and many others. In these areas, the suitable processing of this information is a key factor to properly structure multimodal data. In particular, heterogeneous devices and different acquisition times can be exploited to improve recognition results. On the basis of these assumptions, in this paper, a multimodal system based on Allen's temporal logic combined with a prevision method is proposed. The main target of the system is to correlate user's events with system's reactions. After the post-processing data coming from different acquisition devices (e.g., RGB images, depth maps, sounds, proximity sensors), the system manages the correlations between recognition/detection results and events, in real-time, thus creating an interactive environment for users. To increase the recognition reliability, a predictive model is also associated with the method. Modularity of the system grants a full dynamic development and upgrade with customized modules. Finally, comparisons with other similar systems are shown, thus underlining the high flexibility and robustness of the proposed event management method.
Framework architecture
In this section, as shown in Fig. 1 , the framework architecture is presented. From an enduser point of view, the framework is aimed to allow developers to autonomously build and manage an interactive environment for multiple purposes. To reach this goal the following steps must be performed. First, developers must provide information about the environmental structure, such as area of interest size, object position, and many others. Then, the temporal logic rules must be defined, so a module of the framework is specifically designed to allow their implementation. Finally, an actuator uses the information provided by the first two modules (i.e., Layout Builder and Rules Builder) to establish the interaction with users. This last step is based on the parameters obtained according to the settings. Summarizing, the proposed framework is composed by three main parts, one for each specific task: -Layout Builder: the setup process starts from the planimetry of the considered scenario. In particular, dimensions and proportions are extremely important in this phase. The environmental layout is necessary to define rules that link items and behaviours according to user's interactions; -Rules Builder: it associates temporal operations to the items inserted in the environment. This module is based on Allen's temporal logic [1] and some management functions. If the condition is satisfied, the output is produced according to the established rules; -Rules Actuator: it represents the core of the system. Data previously inserted is used to setup the virtual environment. It consists in an infrastructure specifically designed to monitor the system status and to act when necessary. In particular, it checks the completeness of the hypothesis of each rule according to the incoming recognized events.
The proposed grammar
In Fig. 2 the Allen's temporal logic algebra operations are shown. The first column refers to the verbose form of the possible operations that can be performed. In the last column, a time-line in which events X and Y are correlated is shown. Each relation can be negated. This kind of problem is related to parallelism and multi-threading due to the fact that, in real cases, the events can be overlapped. Moreover, the multimodal approach increases the challenge. The parameters that developers can use to build a rule can be summarized as follows:
-Items: items are the sources from which to acquire information and to produce output. This means that for each rule at least an input and an output device must be selected; 2 Allen's temporal logic algebra applied on events (i.e., X and Y). Each relation can be negated -Events: each item is linked to an input or an output event. Concerning the input, developers can define which kind of event must be recognized according to a specific device. The output is produced in relation to the features and availability of item's types. Events can also be composed by multiple sub-events; -Temporal Relations: two events can be correlated together by a temporal relation, according to Allen's algebra. Developers can insert an arbitrary number of temporal relations and events in the conditional section of the formula, however, the temporal comparison is always performed between two contiguous elements and produces a boolean result (more details on it are provided in the following section); -Temporal Interval: between event recognition and output generation, developers can set a temporal interval; -Persons: events can regard specific persons. The rules builder allows developers to set the system to produce different outputs if a well-known or an unknown user is acting in a relevant event.
The rules builder offers to developers the tools to create complex formulas by using the parameters reported above. However, the scalability of the grammar allows to introduce new expressions when needed (if there are no conflicts with current grammar elements). Notice that, the proposed system provides developers with a wide range of definable parameters, enough to cover the most common settings for the definition of ad-hoc environments.
To show an important aspect of the framework, below an example of the adopted syntax is reported:
where, ItemInputID refers to the identifiers of the input devices inside the scene, input is the input to be recognized, personInvolved is the possible person involved in the event,
TemporalOperation is the operation that correlates the previous and following events, and IntervalBeforeOutput is the time interval before producing the output specified with output produced by ItemOutputID. Temporal logic rules can be linked with AND (∧) or OR (∨) operators. The mentioned alphabet letters are only used to distinguish each element. The arrow separates the two parts of the formula. The first can be considered the hypothesis and the second the thesis. If not satisfied, the hypothesis condition is the "conditio sine qua non" of the thesis, so the output, is not involved. According to this notation, users are able to manage any kind of temporal event that can occur in the environment. In other words, the proposed grammar is a formalization of sentences that developers can express in normal language, e.g.: "If the sensor X is recognizing event A and, at the same time, sensor X is detecting that person P is in the scene, then actuator Z produces output O".
Event representation and management
The proposed grammar is inspired by other multimodal spatio-temporal logic based frameworks [7, 20] . A rule is composed by two main sections: condition and actuation. If the condition is satisfied, the output is produced according to the actuation. The rules are designed following a specific semantic, designed to allow the maximum degree of freedom to users. The method is based on a dynamic vocabulary that is composed by sensors, events, persons, temporal operations, time intervals, actuators, interactive objects, and implications. Temporal correlations are a fixed number: the Allen's logic provides the entire range of possible combinations between events. Summarizing, the complete grammar is composed by the following elements:
s: is the sensor involved. It can be found only in a condition, the first part of a rule.
a: is the actuator involved. It can be found only in an actuation, the second part of a rule. -to: is the temporal operation. It can be found only in a condition, the first part of a rule.
e: is the event.
p: is the person involved. It can be found only in a condition, the first part of a rule.
o: is an interactive object. It can assume multiple functions, such as a target of a pointing action, a trigger when users get closer to objects, and others. -ti: is the time interval. It is an optional parameter related to temporal operations to, to the delay time between the satisfaction of a condition and the actuation of the output (the symbol →) and, finally, to the actuators a. -lo: is a logical operator. It can be an AND (∧) or an OR (∨) operator. The AND can be correlated with a time interval. -→: implication that separates the condition from the actuation of a rule. It can be used together with a time interval ti.
where, s ∈ Σ input and Σ input is the dictionary of available input sensors, a ∈ Σ output and Σ output is the dictionary of output actuators, o ∈ Σ obj ect and Σ obj ect is the dictionary of interactive objects. These three dictionaries are populated according to the settings of the Layout Builder. Moreover, to ∈ Σ Allen and Σ Allen is the Allen's logic dictionary, without negations, e ∈ Σ events and Σ events is the dictionary of all possible events. The latter are divided according to sensors or actuators. In addition, Σ events is populated according to possible events that the system is able to recognize. For example, it contains classes of instances for datasets of each Rules Actuator sub-module. Besides, p ∈ Σ persons and Σ persons includes all the persons to be recognized or re-identified. In the first case, the information are permanently stored in a dataset. In the second, instead, user's data are only temporarily stored. Finally, i ∈ N due to the fact that a time interval must be not-negative. Notice that, some elements are composed by multiple attributes. In particular:
• The sensor s is composed by:
-inputP osition (x, y, z): the location in 3D space.
-inputOrientation (α, β, γ ): the orientation according to the three components of pitch (α), yaw (β), and roll (γ ), on x, y, and z axis, respectively. -inputT ype: the sensor type, to dynamically classify it.
-inputDomain: it consists in the set of events that the sensor is able to recognize.
• The actuator a is composed by:
-outputP osition (x, y, z): the location in 3D space.
-outputOrientation (α, β, γ ): the orientation according to the three components of pitch (α), yaw (β), and roll (γ ), on x, y, and z axis, respectively. -outputT ype: the actuator type, to dynamically classify it.
• The event e is composed by:
-timeI nterval: the event recognition time, that contains the starting and ending time of an event.
Some elements are not involved in the logical analysis of the proposed semantic. However, they are useful in the practical application of the rules in real use cases. Concerning the semantic, it is defined according to logical dependences among all taxonomic terms. The following sentences define them: -The atomic elements of a rule are the sensor for the condition section and the actuator for the actuation. -Each rule must have at least one sensor s in the condition, an implication →, and an actuator a in the actuation. -Each rule can be linked to the others. This relation is used for the disambiguation of future recognitions. -The sensor s must always recognize a single event e. It can be defined with the following structure: s (e). The complexity of the event is related to the module designed for its recognition. -The sensor s can involve also a person p and an object i. They can be defined according to the following structure: s (e, p, t). -A temporal operation to always involves two sensors s. It can be defined with the following structure: to (s 1 , s 2 ). -Any temporal operation to can be associated to a time interval ti. It can be defined with the following structure: to (s 1 , s 2 , ti). -Only temporal operations to that are not specifying contemporaneity can be associated to time intervals ti. -Between two temporal logic operations there is always a logical operator lo. It can be defined with the following structure: to (s 1 , s 2 ) ∨ to (s 3 , s 4 ). The logical operator ∧ can be correlated with a time interval that is expressed in "windows". It means that it is possible to delay the check of the subsequent events according to the needs. A wait time of two windows is defined with the following structure: ∧ 2 .
The following example shows how to manage a rule with three different sensors that should recognize three distinct events. They are linked with two temporal logic operations, defined by "X equal Y" and "X meets Y", respectively. Notice that, both temporal operations cannot be associated to a time interval due to the fact that a contemporaneity is required. On the contrary, if a "X before Y" is used, the time can be specified. Finally, an output is produced by a single actuator. The just reported example can be defined as:
to XeY (s 1 (e 1 ) , s 2 (e 2 )) ∧ to XmY (s 3 (e 3 )) → a 1 (2)
More than two events are managed as if they were a sequence of linked pairs. The condition can be analyzed according to a sliding window of size two. For example, in a condition composed by three events linked with two temporal logic relations we can have:
In this case, if we consider that the result of to 1 (s 1 (e 1 ) , s 2 (e 2 )) can only be a boolean, i.e., true or false, we can say that at least a section of the condition could be satisfied. In other words, we are obtaining a partial result. Similarly, moving the windows to the next couple of the group, we are considering to 2 (s 2 (e 2 ) , s 3 (e 3 )) that always provides a boolean result. So, the formula can be decomposed in:
Then, with a simple logical AND operation on b 1 and b 2 , we can obtain the complete result of the condition, that is, a boolean again.
The method
The method proposed in this paper is designed to allow an easy management of events and operations, despite this some ambiguities can occur. For this reason, in our system, we have also introduced a probabilistic algorithm that acts when multiple rules are involved. In particular, we can define that each event is linked to a recognition probability P (e) provided by the assigned module for a task. Considering that events correspond to machine states, then the automaton can assume probabilistic functions. So, we can use Markov chains [14] instead of classical finite state machines. Markov chains are similar to finite state automaton, but also provide a probability value for the transition function. A Markov chain is a sequence X 0 , X 1 , X 2 , ... of arbitrary variables that satisfies the rule of conditional independence. The latter is called Markov property and is described according to the following probability expression:
where, n ∈ Z and i 0 , i 1 , ... are possible states of the variables. Markov property requires information of previous state probability to calculate the new ones. Moreover, to keep track of this, Markov chains exploit some matrices, named transition matrices. A transition matrix P t of a Markov chain X, at a certain time t, contains information about the probability of transitioning between states. In particular, an element of that matrix P t is defined according to the following formula:
where, i and j are the row and column positions, respectively. In this way, the rows of the matrix correspond to probability vectors and the sum of their entries is always 1. With this structure it is possible to describe each probability related to the condition of a rule. We can outline the system as follows:
-Each row corresponds to a rule condition section. It means that the number of rows i is equal to the number of rules r. -Each element corresponds to a probability that a specific rule is involved at a certain column. The columns are related to events. It means that the number of columns j is equal to the longest condition section among all the rules r.
The generated transition matrix can be read from left to right to obtain a parallelism with rules' events, according to the proposed grammar. Each column position is overlapped with the related event of a certain rule. Moreover, the transition probabilities are calculated on the number of shared events between rules and related temporal logic operations.
Allen's chronological ordering is based on the ending point of each event. It means that the first element, of the two, involved in a temporal operation could occur after the beginning of the second one. So, the initial step consists in chronologically ordering the beginning of each pair of events defined by a temporal operation. In this context, the relations that do not respect the chronological ordering are the following two: "X starts Y" and "X finishes Y". Both require the starting point of X after the one of Y. This preliminary step is necessary to create the transition matrix and to treat the conditional section of a rule according to the proposed Algorithm 1:
The second step of the method provides a selective update of the transition matrix due to the fact that one or more events could occur. Algorithm 2 shows how the transition matrix is updated according to an event e i recognized in a certain temporal window w i : Algorithm 2 allows to increase or decrease the probability of possible events on the basis of the acquired history. We can summarize the process as follows:
-Among all the possible temporal operations to in each rule condition, the ones that have the recognized event e as first operator are selected; -The occurrences of each event v as second operator of each involved to are calculated; -A weight of each event v is calculated according to the ratio between its occurrences and total occurrences of all events; -The weights are associated to each rule condition summing them according to the occurrences of events v in the temporal window w i ; -The transition matrix is updated according to the average value between weight calculated for each condition rule and the current probability value for the temporal window w i . If there is no weight for a certain row, the weight is considered 0 (and the average is normally calculated).
Moreover, an important additional information can be added: the relation between rules. Let us consider that a condition is satisfied. When it happens, the transition matrix is partially or totally re-initialized, bringing the state of the system to its starting phase (for that rule). However, it could be possible that, after completing a task, a user would more probably execute a certain action instead of others. We can simulate a human intuition thanks to this method and the proposed associated grammar. In fact, if a logical connection is specified during the rule creation, the probabilities should be modified to take care of it. In particular, if a condition of a rule is satisfied we could increase the probability of the other linked rules. The updates are performed according to the following steps:
-The weight factor is calculated: number of rules linked to the analyzed rule number of total rules ; -The distributed weight is calculated: weight factor number of rules not linked to the analyzed one ; -For each probability value of the events in the transition matrix, if the event is involved by a link, the probability is incremented by distributed weight factor percentage. Otherwise, the weight factor percentage is subtracted.
The Algorithm 3 shows how this parameter is calculated and applied to each probability of the rules. Notice that, the links could be more than one.
The generated transition matrix can be used to modify the decision of the system when some events can be mistaken. In fact, the proposed method is useful when there is a probability value related to each potential event. We suppose that each sensor accuracy is below 100%, like in real cases. It means that the system is not certain about the result of its detection and this is the reason why a recognition probability could be assigned to each event. So, we can create a transition matrix that contains an event per row and a temporal window per column. In particular, each raw will contain the occurrences of that event in the relative temporal window divided by the total number of events in the same slot. So, after the generation of this transition matrix and the detection of an incoming event in a certain temporal window, the recognition is performed and the following method can be applied. The latter is based on maintaining proportions between the transition matrix and the probability recognition after detection. The Algorithm 4 shows this update process:
Finally, to improve the results, we can use the transition matrix related to the rules. In fact, it can provide a second reinforcement of the event based on condition's probability. The procedure is similar: for each event, if present in a condition, we calculate the difference between 100 and the current percentage value, then we calculate the percentage of it based on the value of the condition in the rules' transition matrix and, finally, this value is summed to the current percentage value of the event. The Algorithm 5 corresponds to the modified version of Algorithm 4 that involves the rules' transition matrix.
From a computational point of view, the cost of the reinforcement algorithms reported above is directly proportional to the input dimension of the whole system. In particular, as observable from the input parameters of both algorithms, the cost is linked, on one side, to the sensors that equips the environment since they represent the real input data of the system's channels; on the other side, to the sets of established events and implemented rules, respectively. Anyway, all these factors can be considered linear, thus providing a linear complexity of the entire resolution process. Notice that, in fact, the main computation of the reinforcement algorithms can be identified (once set the environment) by a constant number of decisional instructions each one with unitary cost. The latter aspect implies that the running of the system can be performed in real-time even in presence of entry-level hardware providing, moreover, high levels of flexibility and scalability.
Experiments and settings
The framework was tested in a real scenario equipped with multiple sub-modules: a gesture recognizer [3, 6] , a re-identificator [10] , a speech recognizer [18] , a motion detector [2] , and a proximity identifier. Since the focus of the present paper is on the set of temporal logic rules to manage events driven by multimodal data, here we are not interested in providing new solutions for modality recognition. For this reason, the different recognizers of the proposed framework are inherited by some robust algorithms known in the recent literature. In particular, exploiting the native skeletal data structure provided by the SDK 2.0 of the Microsoft Kinect V2, the gesture recognizer, based on skeleton joints, designed in [3] and improved in [6] was used. Regarding the re-identificator, instead, the unsupervised re-identification algorithm described in [10] was integrated. For the speech recognizer and motion detector were used the speech-to-text CNTK library and the foreground detection algorithm reported in [18] and [2] , respectively. Finally, for the the data collected by the proximity sensors, no particular algorithms were used because they provide only boolean values to identify the presence of a user within an area of interest.
Since, in the current literature, are not present reference datasets or methods to test a framework like that proposed in this paper, we implemented some customized tests to rate the effectiveness of our system, thus underlining the recognition accuracy. In a first step, we designed a complex environment containing all the proposed sensors and modules. Then, we created some related rules that could produce mistakes due to ambiguous events. Summarizing, we defined a smart home automation environment composed by two rooms with the following sensors and items:
• Room 1: -Kinect V2: placed in front of the entrance of the room. It is associated to the gesture recognition and motion detection modules; -Microphone: it consists in a panoramic microphone placed near the Kinect device. It is associated to the speech recognition module; -Two proximity sensors: one for each door in the room. They are associated to a simple proximity detection module.
• Room 2:
-Kinect V2: placed over the TV, on north wall of the room. It is associated to the gesture recognition and motion detection modules; -Microphone: it consists in a panoramic microphone placed near the entrance.
It is associated to the speech recognition module; -Proximity sensor: it is placed near the entrance door. It is associated to a simple proximity detection module.
In the following, some main device features are reported:
• Kinect V2:
-Infrared (IR) camera resolution: 512 x 424 pixels;
-RGB camera resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixels; -Field of View (FoV): 70 x 60 degrees; -Framerate: 30 frames per second (fps); -Operative measuring: range from 0.5 to 4.5 m; -Object pixel size: between 1.4 mm (@ 0.5 m range) and 12 mm (@ 4.5 m range).
• Proximity Sensor: USB-ProxSonar®-EZ™MB1414:
-Sensor operates at 42KHz; -Proximity detection from 1 mm to set trigger distance; -Range information from 6 inches to 125 inches; -Simple true/false output and optional range output; -About 2.5 second object acquire time and about 1.5 second object release time.
• Generic Omni-Directional Microphone:
-Frequency response: 20Hz-16KHz; -Sensitivity: -30dB; -Sensitivity range: within -3dB at 1V; -SNR: 84dB; -Impedance: ≤ 2.2K .
The output devices are:
• Room 1:
-A speaker: placed in front of the entrance; -A TV: placed in front of the entrance; -A light: placed on the east of the room.
-A speaker: placed on the north wall of the room; -A TV: placed on the north of the room; -A light: placed on the north-west of the room.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , the top and side views of the environment layout are shown. On the right, there is the room 1 and on the left the room 2. The entrance is located in the room 1, on the south wall. The rooms are communicating through a door on the west wall of . 4 Top view of the testing environment with objects. In the image the communication door is not visible due to a prospective occlusion. However, it is located on the west wall of Room 1 and on the east wall of Room 2 room 1 and on the east wall of room 2. In Fig. 5 a panoramic photo of the real room 2 is shown. It is important to underline that the added furniture does not influence experiments due to the fact that none of the sensors is occluded. In Fig. 6 , an example of management interface is shown. In particular, a frame related to the current point-of-view of the Kinect, a user, and the linked overlapped skeleton (including joints and some main angle measures) are presented. Instead, on the left of the frame, the recognized words are reported within a pop-up window.
The involved rules are logically designed to reflect some usual actions that can be performed in the proposed environment. Semantically, the rules can be summarized as follows:
-R1: Enters the loft and greets → turn on the light and the speaker in the room 1; -R2: Asks to turn on the light after walking to some object → turn on the nearest light; -R3: Asks information about a pointed object → turn on the nearest light and the speaker in the involved room only. This rule is linked to the previous one due to the fact that the user could go near the pointed object after asking something about it; -R4: Stops music and turns off TVs → turn off speakers and TVs in both rooms. It is most probable after some other rule completion turns on these devices; -R5: When moving from a room to another → the speaker reproduces an audio with the name of the re-identified person; -R6: While sitting on the sofa asks for some music → turn on the speaker in room 2; User interface of the test system -R7: While sitting on the sofa asks for turning on TV → turn on the TV in the room 2; -R8: While sitting on the sofa asks for turning off everything → turn off everything in room 2. This rule is linked to the previous two due to the fact that the speaker or the TV could be turned off while still sitting on sofa; -R9: While sitting on the chair asks for some music → turn on the speaker in room 2 only 5 persons are authorized to perform this operation; -R10: While sitting on the chair asks for stopping the music → turn off the speaker in room 2. This rule is linked to the previous one; -R11: After moving from a room to another asks for turning on some music → turn on the speaker in the target room; -R12: After moving from a room to another asks for turning on the TV → turn on the TV in the target room; -R13: Greets and exit the loft → turn everything off.
Notice that, we have set some keywords, in the dictionaries, referred to specific requests that users can perform in each action. For example, the combination of the words "turn on" trigger part of rules R1, R2, R3, R6, R7, R9, R11, and R12.
The authorization is linked to the identification module. The gesture recognizer was trained to recognize the following actions: -Greet: rising the left or right arm and slightly moving it; -Point: extending the right or left arm in front of the body for a few seconds; -Sit on chair: the action is composed by the standing position, the movement and the final pose; -Sit on sofa: the action is composed by the standing position, the movement, and the final pose. It is different from the previous action due to a different movement and final pose caused by the sofa conformation; -Stops the speaker: rising the left or the right arm and holding it in position for a few seconds ( Figs. 7 and 8) .
Tests of the system were performed with 25 different persons and an arbitrary number of random actions executed in the rooms. The users were trained, by a developer, on events that the system could recognize. Then, they had between 10 to 15 minutes to test The time provided to the users to execute the task was 2 minutes.
Results
Before showing final obtained results, it could be useful to explore the information collected by each one of the involved sensors. As mentioned above, the three different inputs come from Kinects, proximity sensors, and microphones. In Fig. 9 , the sensors' signals and their processes are shown. In the first row, the Kinect data process is presented. The information used to detect an event are derived from user' skeleton. The latter is composed by 25 joints, identified with 3 values, one for each axis. The tracking of the features (e.g., angles) of these joints over time (within a temporal window) allows the gesture recognition algorithm to classify the different gestures performed by users (more details are reported in [3, 6] ). The final results are represented by a set of events' probabilities, one for each action/gesture. Similar processes are performed with the other devices: microphone (second row) and proximity sensor (third row). The voice signal captured by the microphone is processed by the speech recognizer whose output is defined, also in this case, as an event probability. Regarding the proximity sensor, instead, it simply provides the distance of an object from the sensor. According to several aspects (e.g., environment size, rooms shapes) a threshold is established to define if an item can be considered "near"of "far" from the sensor. Since the framework exploits temporal windows, multiple approaches to decide this threshold can be applied. Anyway, in most cases, distances from 1 up 2 meters can denote a reasonable nearness between a user and an object (notice that, the distance also depends on the size of the object). Finally, the probabilities of each detected event are provided to the proposed prevision method to recalculate the different distribution according to the history and rules. Regarding the re-identificator, it has to be considered a background pre-processing step. In fact, it is only used to identify, in each time instant, if a user that performs an event is a new user or not, i.e., a user with an interaction history with the system.
Results were collected counting occurrences of events successfully identified among all users and runs. In Table 1 the accuracy values are shown.
Numerous rules were completed thanks to the proposed increase method of probability values related to the involved events. The average accuracy of the entire system, according to this test, is around 94,68%. However, this result could not be enough satisfying to prove the effectiveness of the probabilistic temporal logic finite state machine method. So, we recorded the input received by each sensor and we executed again the tests disabling this module. Obtained results are shown in Table 2 . We can denote that some rules' conditions completion are missed due to mistakes performed during disambiguation phase. In fact, the involved ones are related to sofa's and chair's actions. The average accuracy is around 89,80%, providing a difference of 4,88 percentage points with the proposed method. Concerning single events, we collected information about their recognition performances. The Fig. 7 shows the probability related to each event based on the performed experiment. We can highlight that events not involved in reinforcement of probabilistic temporal logic finite state machine module act as follows: if the base recognition rate is high (like a proximity sensor that is near 100% of precision), then there are no changes, but if the accuracy is low, then the results are worst with respect to other events (with the same sensor). In fact, we can see that the event e 5 is less accurate than e 8 . However, considering, for example, the Kinect sensor, the differences among single gestures can slightly distort the results. So, we created a graph, shown in Fig. 8 , to compare the same events. The difference among e 7 , e 8 , e 9 , and e 1 0 is noticeable. It confirms the theory that the ambiguous events are suitably treated by the proposed method. Moreover, to provide a complete overview of the effectiveness of the proposed method, we also reported two more noticeable information: the errors for each event in both cases, i.e., with and without the support of our reinforcement method. These results are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . As can be observed, for each rule the mistake probability is decreased when the algorithm is enabled. We can notice, again, that, in particular, event e 9 is still one of the most disambiguated one. Finally, we can provide an example of one of the participants that underlines the effectiveness of the proposed reinforcement. User 16 is one of the most evident cases of disambiguation success, in fact, she was extremely uncomfortable when naturally moving around the room and performing the possible tasks due to a high personal emotionality level. It means that the actions performed seem forced instead of natural. The movements are different from the ones stored in the dataset. However, when the proposed algorithm is enabled, two more rules are satisfied, R3 and R12, due to the identification of e 5 and e 9 , respectively.
Due to the fact that there are no dataset that can be used in the specific treated case, we decided to compare the system with other similar ones based on functionalities and used methods. In Table 5 these differences are shown. Most of them start from Allen's algebra grammar. Semantic relations provide high performances and are also used in frameworklike systems. Anyway, the use of semantic connections is compatible with the proposed method. In fact, both ours and semantic relation methods calculated the probabilities according to different approaches that are not conflictual. This and all the mentioned factors create numerous divergences among all these systems and do not allow to compare them according to conventional methods.
In conclusion, we can state that the idea behind the proposed framework is promising. The accuracy difference between the results obtained with and without the probabilistic method highlights that the reinforcement acts exactly where needed. Mistakes are considerably decreased, thus improving disambiguation performance.
Conclusions
In recent years, interactive environments have become a hot topic in numerous computer science application areas. This fact is supported by exponential hardware upgrades and advanced computation techniques. However, there are still some open problems that require improvements. In particular, when multimodal environments are involved, the accuracy of sensors could be managed with enhancing methods. The latter are most commonly related to fusion techniques, however there are some exceptions for special or unusual cases. According to that, in this document we propose a framework whose core system is based on temporal logic events' boost. The framework is divided into three different modules each with a specific task: the first module (Layout Builder) allows the administrator to design the environment, creating a virtual clone of a real one. The second module (Rules Builder) exploits data received from the planimetry for granting the administrator to develop some temporal logic rules. It is based on a specific grammar and semantic. The third module actuates the rules, if their conditions are satisfied. It can integrates multiple autonomous functions, such as re-identification, gesture or speech recognition. A forecasting method is provided, exploiting a probabilistic technique over state machine theory. It is based on the occurrences of each event defined in rule's condition. The method works with transition matrix-like structures and updates their internal values at each step. The obtained scores are used as weights for improving events' probability provided by single functions, thus decreasing the ambiguity. The system is tested in a real environment with multiple sensors and related functions. The results are promising, thus proving that the probability of each event is correctly improved by the proposed method. We can underline that this technique can be integrated with complementary functionalities. In fact, according to the majority of similar works in literature, the contextualization of events is largely used and seems to provide great results. It could improve the performance of the proposed method due to the fact that there are no conflicts among them. At the same time, our system can be integrated in almost every multimodal framework for event management.
